Remote myACCESS control

Connecting the industrial device to the internet securely and reliably is one click away using myACCESS service. Access your devices from anywhere in the world via a secure HTTPS link or encrypted VPN connection.

myACCESS VPN creates a secure link between your computer and any ethernet device connected to the myBOX. Remote management (or even online PLC programming) of any device is easy. myACCESS VPN reduces operating costs and brings enormous time savings.

www.myscada.org
EASY TO USE

Access all mySCADA devices via cloud

Access any device (PLC) connected to myBOX from your PC/notebook

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

- payment only for the connected end device
- unlimited number of connections/users
- the more devices, the better pricing
- no setup or client fee
- monthly/yearly subscription
- no other hidden costs

www.myscada.org